
MUSIC PIRACY IN THE UK

A newly released YouGov study claims that the number of UK residents illegally downloading music has fallen
dramatically in the last five years. The report has revealed that streaming may be responsible for gradually reducing
rates of music piracy by offering more affordable and.

Also, some companies, such as Viacom which owns the channel Comedy Central , have taken their
programmes off the site and onto their own official sites see Advertising Age, Hulu's a towering success- just
not financially, 29 March  Delaney says that "ultimately, even pirate sites want to make money, and realise
that it is difficult to attract advertisers if they are not legitimate". The code also sets out an appeals procedure
for users accused of copyright infringement. These consoles, such as the Microsoft Xbox , can have a chip,
called a 'modchip', physically attached to them, which enables players to play pirated or unauthorised games
from other countries and regions. Without a legitimate copy of a game, many users simply cannot get involved
in the full experience of playing it. Apple and Amazon are also selling digital books that can be read on
various devices, including the iPhone and iPad. The draft code deals with how and when ISPs are expected to
notify users who have been accused of copyright infringement. However, he also acknowledges that
shortening the time between the cinema and home release has been successful in dealing with some piracy as
some people prefer to watch films at home. The list remains anonymous until the copyright holder applies for
a court order to get the details of those on the infringement list, in order to take legal action against them. The
aim is for the code to be implemented by early January  After this case, the site continued to operate. Delaney
points out that obtaining a pristine version of the song for a small sum of money is something a lot of
consumers would prefer. Sites such as Scribd are growing in popularity, and are used by a number of
newspapers and publishers, such as Random House, as an online depository for their electronic content.
Sometimes they are easy to spot but there are things you should look out for including: the cover not being
good quality if the film has just been released at the cinema if the DVD packaging has any foreign languages
on it, or if the description or cast list doesn't match the film you're buying, it's probably been produced on a
home computer if the cover of the DVD doesn't have a film certificate on it that you recognise, such as 'PG',
'15' or '18', it's likely to be a pirate copy Downloading music Downloading music directly to your computer or
an MP3 player is now as popular as buying CDs in a shop. Peets says that a lot of illegal live sport streams are
intercepted from China. It's cheaper and you can choose to pay for each download or a standard fee every
month for a certain number of tracks. A separate report by piracy-tracking company MUSO , published in
March, said there had been billion visits to piracy sites in , up 1. Ofcom's draft code of practice Under the Act,
Ofcom must draft a code of practice code to deal with the initial obligations of the ISPs in notifying users of
copyright infringement. Creating an online interface and online community emphasises the superior quality of
authentic products over their pirated versions. The end user would not have to pay any more to listen to music
beyond the price they initially paid for their computer or mp3 player.


